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The present investigation gives an insight into the evaluation and analysis of the anticancer activity of the 

library of the Biginelli hybrids using the appropriate QSRR approach. Using the RP TLC method retention 

parameters of tested compounds were obtained and examined to measure of lipophilicity of investigated 

molecules. The compounds were examined in seven different cancer cell lines and their IC 50 and% of 

inhibition of cell proliferation at 100 μM were established. These experimental values as well as appro- 

priate molecular descriptors are included in QSRR analysis. For this purpose, the variable selection was 

made, PCA and HCA were carried out, nine MR models were developed and ranked. The quality of the 

established models was confirmed through internal and external statistical validation. The goal was to 

define the main differences and similarities between three groups of the tested Biginelli hybrids to -find 

out which molecular features affect lipophilicity the most and which are crucial for the development of 

high-quality QSRR models. Tetrahydropyrimidines with butyl (11) and benzyl fragment (19) possess the 

best anticancer activity and selectivity. Nowadays modern design of an active pharmaceutical ingredient 

includes specific requirements of rationalization to adapt physicochemical characteristics, pharmacologi- 

cal activity, and safety through structural changes of the molecule. We believe that the developed profile 

is a step forward in Biginelli chemistry and could be useful in the future synthesis of novel Biginelli-based 

compounds with significantly improved activities. 

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Pyrimidines act as a potential framework for DNA and RNA, 

lucidating its importance in drug discovery and development [1] . 

rom the pyrimidines family very important are Biginelli hybrids 

etrahydropyrimidines-THPMs (former name-dihydropyrimidines). 

hey were originally synthesized in the XIX century in a multicom- 

onent chemical reaction proposed by Pietro Biginelli [ 2 , 3 ]. Since 

hen, during the optimization of this chemical reaction, conditions 

ere modified several times which resulted in the generation of 

igher yields, improved enantioselectivities, and inclusion of green 

ethodologies [4] . These scaffolds have attracted imposing inter- 

st of medicinal chemists considering their diverse therapeutic and 

harmacological properties. Straight forward synthesis of THPMs 

ed to the discovery of many significant products such as antidi- 

betic, calcium channel blockers, [5] adrenergic receptor antago- 
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ists, anti-inflammatory, antiviral, antioxidant, and anti-SARS TH- 

Ms agents [6] . In 1999 Mayer et al. published their work regard- 

ng mitotic kinesin inhibitor called „Monastrol” and since then the 

nterest for the anticancer activity of THPMs does not subside [7] . 

rom the beginning of the Biginelli era, there were thousands of 

iginelli-like compounds published out to date. Even though the 

iginelli reaction was produced a huge number of molecular li- 

raries with broad spectra of activities, among them none were 

harmacokinetic profiled. 

Lipophilicity represents a physicochemical parameter -that de- 

ermines the ability of chemical compounds to dissolve in fats, 

ils, lipids, polar or non-polar solvents, and different body flu- 

ds. Specifically, lipophilicity is firmly linked to the behavior of 

olecules in the biological medium thereby directly regulating its 

apability for absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and 

oxicity (ADMET). It has also been found to affect several com- 

lex pharmacokinetic parameters such as permeability in the gas- 

rointestinal tract, passage through the blood–brain barrier, pene- 

ration through different tissue membranes, interaction with en- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.molstruc.2022.132373
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molstr
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.molstruc.2022.132373&domain=pdf
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ymes and efflux pumps, and binding to plasma proteins. Parti- 

ion coefficient ( P ) or distribution coefficient ( D ) represents the ra- 

io of concentrations of a chemical compound in an octanol/water 

olvent system at equilibrium. Although octanol/water partitioning 

stablished itself as the relevant system other solvent systems mix- 

ures have been widely examined as potential alternatives. Consid- 

ring the importance of lipophilicity, the partition coefficient can 

e measured experimentally in several different ways: by shake- 

ask method, employing chromatographic techniques, or using pH 

itration [8] . Due to its key importance, some computational ap- 

roaches have been developed to calculate appropriate log P val- 

es. Various programs rely based on the sum of the contributions 

 π ) of the molecular fragments, Abraham’s linear free-energy rela- 

ionship, quantum chemical methods or imply combined approach 

8] . Experimentally obtained or calculated log P values often pro- 

ide good correlations with ADME properties at least within a con- 

eneric series of compounds. Nevertheless, log P alone cannot be 

ompetent in the prediction of ADME properties for structurally 

ifferent com pounds. 

Reversed-phase thin layer chromatography (RP TLC) repre- 

ents a widely applied chromatographic method that can provide 

ipophilicity estimation of many compounds with quantitatively 

omparable, accurate, and reproducible retention data [ 9 , 10 ]. Al- 

hough high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) possesses 

any advantages such as good resolution, speed of analysis, sen- 

itivity, and reproducibility it can be more expensive and compli- 

ated in certain cases and can lead to more environmental pol- 

ution due to the utilization of huge amount/volume of different 

olvents and chemicals. Having in mind all aforementioned in this 

esearch RP TLC method was applied to estimate retention param- 

ters of Biginelli hybrids. 

Estimated lipophilicity parameters are further exploited in sev- 

ral analysis of molecular structure properties relying on chemo- 

etric methodologies. Thence, the quantitative structure retention 

elationship (QSRR) method has been considered adequate to es- 

ablish a specific strategy and methodology of molecular prop- 

rty predictions. This approach is considered convenient, especially 

rom an overall chemometric perspective because it ensures the 

est testing of the applicability of specific structural parameters for 

roperty description. QSRR approach can be also further employed 

n the identification of the most suitable molecular descriptors, in 

he prediction of retention parameters of new analytes, in bet- 

er understanding of molecular separation under given chromato- 

raphic conditions, and for evaluation of different physicochemical 

roperties of examined molecules. [11] 

The objective of this work is to investigate the lipophilicity pa- 

ameters obtained in the RP-TLC chromatography and their pos- 

ible application in the better rationalization of pharmacological 

roperties of Biginelli hybrids, and, therefore, their applicability in 

uture QSRR studies related to this type of scaffolds. During the re- 

earch, a comprehensive analysis of selected compounds was per- 

ormed with the aim to provide a deeper insight into the molec- 

lar properties and their biological activities. To reveal similari- 

ies/dissimilarities between investigated THPMs multivariate statis- 

ical analysis was performed. Through this approach main molec- 

lar descriptors that affect lipophilicity were determined. Also, the 

elationship between chemical structure and anticancer activity of 

iginelli hybrids is revealed. For the prediction of anticancer activ- 

ty of selected Biginelli hybrids appropriate multiple linear regres- 

ion models (MR) were developed. To compare experimental with 

he computational approach in estimation of anticancer activity of 

elected compounds a relatively novel method named as the sum 

f ranking differences (SRD) was employed. [12] This methodology 

as been successfully applied for the comparison of obtained MR 

odels with experimentally estimated data and to compare classi- 

al with novel chemometric methodologies. 
2 
Considering the significance of THPMs and our previous activity 

n Biginelli chemistry, [13–18] twenty-four compounds were inves- 

igated ( Table 1 ) in terms of their anticancer activity and pharma- 

okinetics. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Chromatographic analysis of selected Biginelli hybrids and its 

elationship with molecular lipophilicity 

Considering the limitations of normal phase chromatography 

ystems and analyzing the lipophilic nature and chemical struc- 

ure of selected Biginelli hybrids our analytes were examined us- 

ng RP-C18 thin-layer plates. Two types of mobile phases were 

pplied, one phase was based on MeOH and the second one on 

eCN, each with the same ratio of organic solvent and water 

 �(MeCN/MeOH) = 0.5–0.7 v/v). In comparison with normal-phase 

ystems, much better retention behavior was noted using reversed- 

hase systems. It was probably due to chemical nature of selected 

ompounds and their interactions with polar stationary phase. The 

roup of Biginelli hybrids studied in this work included molecules 

ith similar structures, sizes, and polarities, so it was expected 

hat they have similar chromatographic behavior. Thus, the frac- 

ion of MeOH and MeCN, for which a linear range was obtained 

or retention parameters, ranged between 50 and 70% and an in- 

rement of 5% was applied to achieve the five specified concentra- 

ions. The R M 

values decreased linearly, with an increasing concen- 

ration of MeOH/MeCN in the mobile phase. These values extrap- 

lated to 0% of MeOH/MeCN gave the relative lipophilicity param- 

ter (R M 

0 ) values, which characterize the partitioning between the 

on-polar stationary and polar mobile phases. After extrapolation 

f R M 

values, obtained R M 

0 values represent retention of the ana- 

yzed compounds in pure water. The R M 

0 values reflect lipophilicity 

f examined molecules and the slope (b) is related to hydrophilic 

urface area of these compounds. The established linear relation- 

hip between the relative lipophilicity parameter (R M 

0 ) and the 

lope (b) ( Fig 1 .) ensured us to spot congeneric compound sub- 

lasses in the set of studied Biginelli hybrids. Examined THPMs 

olecules of twenty-four hybrids ( Table 1 ) are separated into three 

roups according to their fragments at C5 position: ethyl ester (I 

roup), methyl ester (II group) and acetyl (III group). Compounds 

ossess similar log P values but differ in calculated ADME and ex- 

erimentally obtained anticancer activities. The difference in molar 

ass (220.23 – 455.35) and solvent accessible surface area of all 

ydrophobic atoms (58.64 – 112.20) indicate the presence of di- 

erse substituents which could be the reason for various biological 

ffects of examined molecules. 

The strong linear dependence of retention parameters through 

he MeOH/MeCN fraction with the calculated milogP values was 

emonstrated by the values of R 

2 of 0.95 and 0.96 (Table S1, Fig. 1 a

nd 1 b). Also, correlation between retention constants (R M 

0 ) and 

lope (b) is statistically significant with R 

2 values of 0.9518 ( Fig. 1 c)

nd 0.9533 ( Fig. 1 d) respectively. Furthermore, considering the cor- 

elation between R M 

0 parameters estimated by using both mobile 

hases and log D pH = 7.4 ( R 2 MeOH/H 2 O is 0.9185 ( Fig. 1 e) and

 

2 MeCN/H 2 O is 0.9013 ( Fig. 1 f) as well as in the case with miLogP

an be indicated that R M 

0 values of MeOH/H 2 O and MeCN/H 2 O 

ould be applied as chromatographic lipophilicity parameters of in- 

estigated Biginelli hybrids. 

In this study, two chromatographic systems were examined. The 

rst is based on methanol, the second is based on acetonitrile with 

he same ratio of water. Using MeOH as polar protic solvent ob- 

ained lipophilicity parameters of R M 

0 values are higher than in the 

ase when MeCN as polar aprotic solvent was applied. The highest 

umber of spots and separation efficiency was observed by using 

cetonitrile–water with 60% of MeCN. From the qualitative point 
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Table 1 

The chemical structures of the studied THPMs ( 1 –24 ). 

. 

Compound R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Group 

1 COOCH 2 CH 3 H H H S I 

2 COOCH 2 CH 3 OCH 2 CH 

= CHCH 3 OCH 3 H O I 

3 COOCH 2 CH 3 OCH 2 C(CH 3 ) = CH 2 OCH 3 H O I 

4 COOCH 2 CH 3 O(CH 2 ) 4 Br OCH 3 H O I 

5 COOCH 2 CH 3 O(CH 2 ) 5 Br OCH 3 H O I 

6 COCH 3 OH OCH 3 H O III 

7 COOCH 2 CH 3 OCH(CH 3 ) 2 OCH 3 H S I 

8 COOCH 3 O(CH 2 ) 2 CH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

9 COOCH 3 OCH 2 CH 

= CHCH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

10 COOCH 3 OCH 2 C(CH 3 ) = CH 2 OCH 3 H O II 

11 COOCH 3 O(CH 2 ) 3 CH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

12 COOCH 3 O(CH 2 ) 3 Br OCH 3 H O II 

13 COOCH 3 OCH 2 CH 

= CH 2 OCH 3 H O II 

14 COOCH 3 OCH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

15 COOCH 3 OCH 2 CH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

16 COOCH 3 OCH 2 COOCH 2 CH 3 OCH 3 H O II 

17 COCH 3 – – – O III 

18 COOCH 3 H H H O II 

19 COOCH 3 OCH 2 Ph OCH 3 H O II 

20 COCH 3 NO 2 H H O III 

21 COOCH 2 CH 3 OH OCH 3 H O I 

22 COOCH 2 CH 3 OCH 3 OCH 3 H O I 

23 COOCH 3 OCH 3 OCH 3 OCH 3 O II 

24 COOCH 3 Cl H H O II 
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f view, simple RP-C18 plates developed in a mobile phase con- 

aining MeCN/H 2 O ( �(MeCN) = 0.6) are sufficient for separation 

f all tested Biginelli hybrids. This method could be particularly in- 

eresting as an identification step in the quality control during the 

ynthesis of different Biginelli hybrids. Modifications of the chem- 

cal structure of Biginelli hybrids by introducing different groups 

hat influence lipophilicity can lead to change of ADMET proper- 

ies that are also affected by lipophilicity. Because lipophilicity can 

e experimentally measured as well as calculated it allows com- 

ining theoretical and experimental approaches in comparison and 

esting of these methods and improvement of future steps in the 

esign of novel Biginelli hybrids. 

.2. Multivariate statistical analysis 

In HCA analysis are included experimentally obtained retention 

arameters as well as molecular descriptors related to ADME char- 

cteristics of studied molecules to reveal similarities and dissimi- 

arities between three groups of THPMs. In addition to the imple- 

entation of dendrograms, results are also presented using heat 

aps where are the lowest values depicted in dark red/blue and 

he highest in gray/red color ( Fig. 2 ). 

Clustering of compounds regarding retention parameters indi- 

ates the good separation between molecules with a very small 
3 
umber of overlaps between them ( Fig. 2 a). Group I is well sepa-

ated within the first cluster with compound 21 that represents ex- 

eption and belongs to the second cluster. The reason for this could 

e in similarity of its retention parameters to the second group of 

olecules. This compound according to its chemical structure be- 

ongs to group I but considering chromatographic behavior it is a 

ember of group II. As a part of second cluster, it can be spotted 

hird group of examined Biginelli hybrids which possess the lowest 

alues of retention parameters. Compound 17 of group III can be 

arked as outlier, probably due to presence of furyl group which 

akes it specific among the studied Biginelli hybrids. The second 

roup of studied molecules is deployed within both clusters con- 

idering its chromatographic parameters which are in the middle 

f the scale of presented data values. 

After performing HCA analysis on the data set which includes 

etention parameters, physicochemical descriptors, and ADME de- 

criptors, clustering results ( Fig. 2 b) have shown certain differences 

rom the results obtained in HCA when only retention parameters 

ere included ( Fig 2 a). From group I of compounds molecules 1 

nd 21 are placed in different cluster from the other members of 

his group. The reason could be due to specific pharmacokinetic 

roperties which are more like the compounds from the second 

luster. Compounds that belong to group III are arranged in the 

econd cluster which includes 17 molecules that possess similar 
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Fig. 1. Retention parameters (R M 
0 ) of studied Biginelli hybrids obtained in two solvent systems MeOH/H 2 O (a) and MeCN/H 2 O (b) in correlation with milogP. Slope b of 

two solvent systems in mutual correlation (c) and retention parameters in mutual correlation (d) as well. LogD in correlation with retention parameters R M 
0 

(MeOH) (e) and 

R M 0 (MeCN) (f). 
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DME characteristics. Molecules with the best antitumor activity 

elong to this cluster and show significant similarity in physic- 

chemical and pharmacokinetic aspects. Appropriate pharmacoki- 

etic profiles of investigated molecules are of crucial importance 

or future evaluation of their possible therapeutic application. Con- 

idering this fact profound HCA analysis enables insight into sim- 

larities/dissimilarities between compounds regarding their phar- 

acological features ( Fig. 2 b). Molecules 11 , 12 , and 19 which are

abeled as the most potent candidates possess also satisfying phar- 

acokinetic properties and will be subjected to further studies to 

xamine their therapeutic potential. 

In order to reduce the dimensionality of our data sets Principal 

omponent analysis was performed and two components model 

as acquired with 94% of the total variance. Extracted Eigenvectors 

nd Eigenvalues of the correlation matrix are presented in Elec- 

ronic Supplementary Information (ESI) ( Table S6 and S7 ). The bi- 

lot represents both the loadings and the score for two selected 

omponents in parallel. Investigated Biginelli hybrids were ana- 

yzed in the context of the lipophilicity and chromatographic be- 

avior ( Fig 3 a) calculated physicochemical descriptors ( Fig. 3 b) and 

harmacological properties ( Fig 3 c). The biplot presented in Fig. 3 a 

uggests that along the Principal Component 1 axis, which repre- 

ents 91.11% of total variability, group I shows higher lipophilic- 

ty values than group III which is located on the opposite side of 

rincipal Component 1 axis. Alongside the Principal Component 2 
4 
xis, which covers 2.98% of total variability, small grouping of the 

ompounds of the II series can be spotted. It can be observed that 

etention parameters (R M 

0 MeOH and b MeCN) strongly influence 

rincipal Component 2 as it is presented in the biplot ( Fig. 3 a). Re-

ention parameters also have significant impact on Principal Com- 

onent 1, however, it is evident that the separation of the series II 

long Principal Component 2 is predominantly based on b(MeCN) 

alues. 

The second PCA model is based on the physicochemical molec- 

lar properties of investigated compounds. This established model 

overs 92.13% of the total variability. The biplot presented in Fig. 3 b 

uggests the adequate distribution of the Biginelli hybrids between 

he PCA 1 and PCA 2 axis. The details regarding second PCA model 

re presented in Tables S7 and S8 . Similarly, to the previous PCA 

odel Group I of examined molecules is placed on the positive 

ide and group III on the negative side of PCA 1 axis. All in- 

luded physicochemical parameters express strong influence on the 

CA1, but on the other side, ASA minus and HLB strongly affected 

CA2 and show less influence on PCA1. Compound 1 shows sim- 

lar physicochemical characteristics with group III of compounds 

hich can be a consequence of the presented sulfur atom inside 

his molecule. Compound 24 from II group also possesses similar 

hysicochemical effects with group III which can also be due to 

he presence of chlorine atom in the molecule. 
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Fig. 2. HCA analysis presented in dendograms and heating maps. Clustering of molecules according to their retention behavior (a) considering parameters R M 
0 and b. 

Clustering of molecules according to their retention parameters, calculated log P values, physicochemical descriptors and ADME descriptors (b). 
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In order to investigate relations between experimentally ob- 

ained (%INH) values of analyzed compounds in seven different 

ell lines, retention parameters, and calculated pharmacokinetic 

escriptors the third PCA analysis was performed ( Fig. 3 c). Details 

egarding the third PCA model can, also, be found in ESI ( Tables 

10 and S11 ). This PCA model explains 79.64% of the total variance, 

ith the two significant PCA. Analyzing biplot as a result of PCA, 

imilarities, or dissimilarities among the data can be observed. All 

xperimentally obtained data (%INH values and retention param- 

ters) possess positive influence on PC1. Pharmacokinetic descrip- 

ors HIA, PPB, and Caco2 show also positive influence on PC1 and 

hey are in good correlation with experimentally obtained data. 

he results of the PCA analysis suggest which molecular descrip- 

ors are suitable to be included in further chemometrics analysis 

nd which should not be considered during the development of 

ppropriate QSRR models. 

The results of the multivariate analysis indicate which molec- 

lar properties of studied Biginelli pyrimidines should be partic- 

larly included in further chemometric analysis. Furthermore, the 

ata from HCA and PCA analysis emphasize specific molecular de- 

criptors which are responsible for the main differences between 

xamined compounds. Structural changes of the molecules can af- 

ect specific molecular properties e.g. inductive and steric effects 

nd have also an impact on the chromatographic behavior of in- 

estigated molecules. Aliphatic and phenyl groups are voluminous 

nd because of the steric effect, they hinder access of donor atoms 

o silanol groups on the stationary phase. According to HCA and 

CA analysis, it could be noted that the grouping of investigated 
5 
olecules into three series is particularly based on the type of sub- 

tituents attached to THPM moiety. Observed clustering of Biginelli 

ybrids along PC1 axis in the context of RP TLC shows expressed 

rouping of molecules in relation to the presented substituents 

ith the aim to favor hydrophobic interactions in this chromato- 

raphic system. 

.3. QSRR modeling of anticancer and retention behavior of Biginelli 

ybrids by MR approach 

In establishing QSRR model Multiple linear regression (MR) 

nalysis was applied. Performed MR is based on a variety of 

alculated molecular descriptors selected by the stepwise vari- 

ble subset selection procedure. The stepwise selection was uti- 

ized to develop a regression equation for twenty-four compounds 

nd molecular descriptors are chosen based on their impact on 

he retention parameters of investigated molecules under the ap- 

lied chromatographic conditions. The regression equations in- 

luded three parameters: distribution coefficient (log D, pH 7.4), 

he solvent accessible surface area of all hydrophobic atoms (ASA- 

), and molecular weight (Mw) of the examined compounds. Mod- 

ling of retention parameters of these molecules as a function of 

he theoretically derived descriptors was established by MR. MR 

odels are represented by equations: 

MR 1 : R 

0 
M ( MeOH ) = 0 . 9677 ( ±0 . 2893 ) + 0 . 7363 ( ±0 . 0768 ) 

Log D − 0 . 0 014 ( ±0 . 0 011 ) ASA- H + 0 . 0 029 ( ±0 . 0 019 ) Mw 
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Fig. 3. Results of PCA analysis for first two components considering a) retention 

parameters and calculated logP values b) physicochemical descriptors, c) retention 

parameters,%INH and pharmacokinetic descriptors. . 

Table 2 

Results of statistical analysis for MR1 and MR2 

models. 

MR1 MR2 

R 2 = 0.90 R 2 = 0.904 

R 2 Adj . = 0.885 R 2 Adj . = 0.89 

F = 60.294 F = 62.933 

VIF(logD) = 1.919 VIF(logD) = 1.919 

VIF(ASA-H) = 7.354 VIF(ASA-H) = 7.354 

VIF(Mw) = 6.771 VIF(Mw) = 6.771 

Table 3 

Cross validation summary for MR1 and MR2 

models. 

CV −0.008 0.08 

PRESS −0.2 0.2 

SS T 9.21 12.52 

R 2 (pred.) 1.02 0.98 

Table 4 

Variable importance projection-VIP values of MR1 

and MR2 models. 

MR1 MR2 

logD 1.2 1.2 

ASA-H 0.9 0.9 

Mw 0.9 0.8 
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6 
MR 2 : R 

0 
M ( MeCN ) = 0 . 634 ( ±0 . 33 ) + 0 . 864 ( ±0 . 087 ) 

LogD − 0 . 0 0 09 ( ±0 . 0 013 ) ASA − H + 0 . 0 0178 ( ±0 . 0 022 ) Mw 

Internal and external validation was performed to develop sta- 

istically valid models for the retention parameters prediction. To 

onduct external validation data set was divided into two sets, cal- 

bration set that includes nineteen samples and an external test 

et with five samples. Obtained results indicate strong a correla- 

ion between retention parameters and selected molecular descrip- 

ors. Predicted retention values are in good agreement with exper- 

mentally obtained ( Fig. 4 ). This is confirmed by determination co- 

fficients of the established modes, intercept values around 0 and 

lope values around 1. The statistical parameters of the MR1 and 

R2 models are presented in Table 2 . Established MR models show 

ignificantly high correlation coefficients and low variance inflation 

actor values (VIF). The intercorrelation of the selected molecular 

escriptors was examined and obtained VIF parameters are lower 

han ten which exclude the multicollinearity phenomenon. F-test 

alues show good fitting of the MR models to a data set. 

In this work leave-one-out, cross-validation method was ap- 

lied to estimate the performance of established MR models. It in- 

ludes a single observation as validation data and leaves the re- 

ains as training data. Cross-validation error (CV), predicted resid- 

al error sum of squares (PRESS), the sum of squares total (SST), 

nd predictive R-square (R 

2 (pred.)) are presented in Table 3 . Pre- 

ictive R-square is a better measure of the predictive power of a 

egression model than R-square. Variable importance in projection 

VIP) ( Table 4 ) value estimates the importance of each variable. 

ariable is considered as important if its VIP value is greater than 

.8. 

To develop QSRR models with significant prediction ability 

olecular descriptors were selected as previously described. Ex- 

erimentally obtained retention parameters are in good correlation 

 R 2 ≥ 50) with experimentally obtained anticancer activities of Big- 

nelli hybrids. Additionally, the same molecular descriptors that are 

ncluded in MR 1 and MR2 were used for development of MR4–9 

odels. Only in MR3 model design HIA and PPB% descriptors were 
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Fig. 4. The correlation between experimentally obtained retention values and predicted retention values using a) MR1 and b) MR2 model. 

Table 5 

Established MR3–9 models. 

Multiple Linear Regression Models 

MR3 IC 50 (HeLa) = 20.028( ±79.498) + 16.512( ±9.18)R M 
0 

(MeOH) −0.526( ±0.94)HIA + 0.674( ±0.372)PPB 

MR4 IC 50 (SiHa) = −66.395( ±16.539) + 0.514( ±4.934) R M 
0 

(MeOH) + 0.039( ±0.07)ASAH + 0.218( ±0.121)Mw 

MR5 IC 50 (A2780) = −110.9( ±26.251) + 22.523( ±7.832) R M 
0 

(MeOH) + 0.046( ±0.112)ASAH + 0.224( ±0.192)Mw 

MR6 IC 50 (C33A) = −89.179( ±23.558) + 14.763( ±7.028) R M 
0 

(MeOH) + 0.024( ±0.1)ASAH + 0.25( ±0.17)Mw 

MR7 IC 50 (MCF7) = −79.711( ±15.350) + 14.926( ±4.579) R M 
0 

(MeOH) + 0.0665( ±0.065) ASAH + 0.181( ±0.112)Mw 

MR8 IC 50 (T47D) = −75.179( ±15.723) + 10.8( ±4.69)R M 
0 

(MeOH) + 0.001( ±0.067)ASAH + 0.279( ±0.115)Mw 

MR9 IC 50 (MB231) = −108.524( ±18.979) + 6.283( ±5.66) R M 
0 

(MeOH) −0.01( ±0.08)ASAH + 0.394( ±0.139)Mw 

Table 6 

Results of statistical analysis for MR3–9 models. 

Parameters MR3 MR4 MR5 MR6 MR7 MR8 MR9 

R 0.882 0.811 0.852 0.82 0.917 0.89 0.87 

R 2 0.778 0.658 0.726 0.68 0.84 0.79 0.77 

R 2 adj. 0.745 0.61 0.685 0.64 0.817 0.76 0.74 

F 23.393 12.832 17.696 14.602 35.247 25.477 22.01 

p 9.5 × 10 −7 6.7 × 10 −5 7.55 × 10 −6 2.86 × 10 −5 3.55 × 10 −8 4.91 × 10 −7 1.51 × 10 −6 

VIF 7.29R M 
0 

2.18HIA 

5.64PPB 

1.82 R M 
0 

7.13ASAH 

6.82Mw 

1.82 R M 
0 

7.13ASAH 

6.82Mw 

1.82 R M 
0 

7.13ASAH 

6.82Mw 

Table 7 

Cross validation summary for MR3–9 models. 

Factors MR3 MR4 MR5 MR6 MR7 MR8 MR9 

CV −0.04 0.004 −0.004 −0.008 −0.01 0 0.004 

PRESS −0.1 0.1 −0.1 −0.2 −0.2 0 0.1 

SS T 13,233.5 9893.95 31,143.197 7033 18,320.66 14,741.19 19,161.06 

R 2 (pred.) 1 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1 0.99 
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elected which is in accordance with the PCA 3 results that suggest 

ignificant influence of these descriptors on retention parameters 

R M 

0 
(MeOH) and R M 

0 
(MeCN) ). As a result of MR analysis, seven (MR3- 

R9) statistically significant models were developed ( Table 5 ). 

Analyzing established MR3–9 models it can be concluded that 

ll physicochemical parameters (R M 

0 
(MeOH) , ASAH, and Mw) have a 

ositive influence on the%INH values. Regression coefficients of the 

 M 

0 
(MeOH) values indicate that retention parameters have a greater 

nfluence on anticancer activity than other physicochemical param- 

ters that form the models. HIA descriptor from MR3 model has a 

egative influence on the predicted data while PPB manifest posi- 

ive influence on the anticancer potential of analyzed compounds. 

As in the case of previous MR models, the MR(3–9) models 

ere evaluated by comparing the experimental and predicted data 

 Table S12 ). According to R 

2 and R 

2 
adj. values all developed MR 

odels indicate a high correlation between the variables ( Table 6 ). 

lso, CV error of the anticancer activity prediction is in allowed 

ange (close to zero) ( Table 7 ). High values of R 

2 
adj. (in the range

rom 0.61 to 0.81) ( Table 6 ) and PRESS value close to zero ( Table 7 )

or all seven models indicate the good predictive ability of estab- 

ished MR models. High F values ( Table 6 ) verify the good fit of
7 
he data. According to VIF values ( Table 6 ), multicollinearity is in 

he acceptable range (VIF < 10) and VIP values are higher than 0.8 

 Table 8 ). 

.4. MR models ranking 

In order to rank established MR models, Sum of Ranking differ- 

nces (SRD) method was applied. This comparing method is non- 

arametric and robust in common sense. SRD represents an easy 

ool to evaluate different QSRR models: the smaller is the sum 

he better is the model. In the ranking of developed MR models, 

 matrix based on experimentally obtained results (INH% values of 

wenty-four compounds determined in 7 different cell lines) was 

pplied as referent rank. The goal was to rank the developed MR 

odels comparing predicted values with experimentally observed 

C 50 values. The ranking was validated using simulated random 

umbers for comparison of ranks. The results are best seen with a 

gure ( Fig. 5 ); the models appearing on the left side of the Gaus-

ian curve are most similar to the referent rank; thus, the perfor- 

ance of MR5 model should be most representative in this ranking 

rocedure. Based on results shown in Fig. 5 Models MR6 and MR7 
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Table 8 

Variable importance projection values of MR3–9 models. 

MR3 MR4 MR5 MR6 MR7 MR8 MR9 

R M 
0 (MeOH) 1.1 0.8 1 1 1 0.9 0.8 

HIA 0.8 

PPB 1.1 

ASAH 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 

Mw 1.1 1 1 1 1.1 1.1 

Fig. 5. MR3-MR9 models ranked by SRD method. The statistical characteristics of Gaussian fit are the following: first icosaile (5%), XX1 = 148; first quartile, Q1 = 174; median, 

Med = 190; last quartile, Q3 = 208; last icosaile (95%), XX19 = 232. 
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ave the same rank and MR3 model is the farthest from the ref- 

rent rank than all other models. The proximity of obtained SDR 

alues indicates the similarity of the established MR models. 

The goal of the conducted correlation analysis was to determine 

he possibility to predict the anticancer activity of investigated Big- 

nelli hybrids using their retention parameters. It is very impor- 

ant to emphasize that developed models have a very good pre- 

ictive capability relative to both calibration and external test sets 

hich was confirmed through cross-validation. Obtained MR mod- 

ls could be used in applied conditions in order to avoid expensive 

nd time-consuming molecular biology tests. 

.5. Antiproliferative activity 

Here we evaluated the in vitro antiproliferative capacity of 

wenty-four Biginelli hybrids with different substitutions at posi- 

ions R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 on a panel of human adherent cancer 

ell lines. Molecular structures of tested Biginelli hybrids are pre- 

ented in Table 1 . The compounds were tested against breast (MCF- 

, MDA-MB-231, and T47D), ovarian (A2780) and cervical (HeLa, 

iHa, and C33-A) carcinoma cell lines. Additionally, the tumor se- 

ectivity of the most effective compounds was also determined by 

sing non-cancerous mouse embryo fibroblast (NIH/3T3) cells. 

In general, among the tested cancer cell lines, SiHa cells were 

he least susceptible to the examined Biginelli hybrids: only three 

ompounds possessed IC 50 values lower than 100 μM and most of 

he compounds exerted weak (lower than 20%) growth inhibitory 

ffect on cell proliferation ( Table 9 ). However, our positive control 

-FU inhibited SiHa cell proliferation at a 50% level in the concen- 

ration of 19.2 μM. On the other hand, our compounds inhibited 

he most effective proliferation of HeLa cells. More than half of the 

ested tetrahypyrimidines evoked a considerably stronger antipro- 

iferative effect than 5-FU which was able to evoke a very weak in- 

ibitory effect on HeLa cell proliferation. Based on the antiprolifer- 

tive effects of Biginelli hybrids against the tested cancer cell lines 
8 
 susceptibility order of cell lines can be defined: SiHa < MDA-MB- 

31 < A2780 < C33A < T47D < MCF-7 < HeLa. 

According to the length and type of the O -alkyl chain as R2 sub- 

tituent, a group of compounds can be determined including com- 

ounds 8 , 11 , 15 , 16, and 19 . These analogs differ only in the char-

cteristic of their O -alkyl fragment as R2 substituent of the phenyl 

ing, therefore, regarding their growth inhibitory data, the impact 

f these groups on the antiproliferative activity of the tested com- 

ounds can be determined. Compound 15 can be considered as the 

asic compound of this group. This pyrimidine derivative with a 

ethoxy function at position R2 and hydroxyl group at position 

3 did not exert any growth inhibitory effect on the tested gyneco- 

ogical cancer cell lines. Then, compounds 8 and 11 contain groups 

ith three and four carbons at position R2, respectively, and it gen- 

rated higher cell growth inhibitory potential. Moreover, 11 is one 

f the most effective Biginelli hybrid with low IC 50 values on HeLa 

6.0 μM), MCF-7 (8.3 μM), and T47D (7.9 μM) cell lines ( Table 9 ).

he two other derivatives belonging to this group differ in the 

haracteristic of their substituents at position R2 of phenyl ring. 

ompound 16 bears OCH 2 COOCH 2 CH 3 group which cannot con- 

ider being beneficial regarding antiproliferative activity because it 

xerted cell growth inhibitory effect with maximum 30%. Molecule 

9 contains a bulky O -benzyl group which increased its antiprolif- 

rative activity on all investigated cancer cell lines except for SiHa 

ells compared to 15 , the basic derivative of this group. The cal- 

ulated IC 50 value on HeLa cells of this Biginelli hybrid is 7.7 μM, 

herefore it is the other most effective compound among the tested 

erivatives ( Table 9 ). 

Therefore, two methoxy groups can be found as R2 and R3 sub- 

tituents in compounds 14 and 22 , whereas compound 23 pos- 

esses three methoxy groups as R2, R3, and R4 substituents. Based 

n their antiproliferative data it can be concluded that two or 

hree methoxy groups on phenyl ring are not beneficial, because 

t eliminated the cell growth inhibitory activity of the compounds 

ompared to that of 19 which contains one methoxy and one O - 
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Table 9 

Antiproliferative properties of Biginelli hybrids. 

Comp. Conc.( μM) 

Growth inhibition;% ± SEM 

[calculated IC 50 value; μM] ¥

HeLa SiHa C33A A2780 MCF-7 T47D MDA-MB-231 

1 30 

100 ║ 
–∗

50.59 ± 0.28 

[99.1] # 

–

–

–

–

–

–

20.95 ± 1.19 

33.40 ± 0.14 

–

35.14 ± 3.63 

–

–

2 30 

100 

47.37 ± 0.86 

70.52 ± 1.09 

[28.8] 

–

26.20 ± 0.76 

36.08 ± 1.40 

55.64 ± 0.99 

[69.3] 

30.71 ± 1.99 

87.82 ± 1.61 

[49.9] 

39.74 ± 1.28 

68.68 ± 2.81 

[35.8] 

26.07 ± 1.33 

64.22 ± 1.39 

[64.6] 

36.61 ± 3.58 

44.35 ± 2.34 

3 30 

100 

51.07 ± 1.75 

70.49 ± 0.88 

[29.3] 

–

–

38.83 ± 4.02 

54.57 ± 1.64 

[74.5] 

31.08 ± 3.68 

52.79 ± 1.69 

[89.9] 

35.88 ± 0.67 

63.98 ± 2.21 

[49.1] 

25.96 ± 2.48 

50.27 ± 0.98 

[98.9] 

31.37 ± 3.70 

45.33 ± 3.10 

4 30 

100 

47.69 ± 1.59 

63.12 ± 1.04 

[25.8] 

–

45.89 ± 2.29 

37.22 ± 1.80 

67.32 ± 0.47 

[48.5] 

56.4 ± 4.79 

90.84 ± 3.54 

[22.1] 

42.25 ± 2.60 

95.78 ± 1.68 

[31.3] 

27.45 ± 0.77 

83.86 ± 1.48 

[44.3] 

38.34 ± 3.93 

90.75 ± 1.80 

[34.4] 

5 30 

100 

47.13 ± 2.30 

92.74 ± 1.22 

[29.4] 

–

82.31 ± 2.64 

[89.7] 

38.15 ± 1.42 

94.04 ± 0.71 

[35.9] 

37.91 ± 0.69 

97.35 ± 0.26 

[35.2] 

47.84 ± 1.29 

99.42 ± 0.13 

[25.6] 

33.08 ± 1.58 

99.00 ± 0.23 

[37.2] 

32.24 ± 2.91 

92.33 ± 1.15 

[35.6] 

6 30 

100 

22.82 ± 2.60 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

7 30 

100 

33.08 ± 2.58 

64.78 ± 0.06 

[49.8] 

–

22.25 ± 0.91 

24.48 ± 2.86 

39.41 ± 1.68 

–

30.85 ± 2.23 

24.49 ± 2.17 

44.1 ± 2.15 

22.00 ± 1.45 

33.46 ± 0.61 

30.29 ± 1.28 

27.96 ± 5.50 

8 30 

100 

39.71 ± 0.72 

67.30 ± 0.38 

[41.8] 

–

25.24 ± 1.51 

36.21 ± 1.69 

48.95 ± 2.04 

36.53 ± 2.66 

57.40 ± 1.03 

[64.9] 

36.66 ± 0.99 

57.37 ± 1.91 

[57.4] 

–

43.68 ± 1.80 

25.35 ± 0.44 

40.42 ± 0.34 

9 30 

100 

34.19 ± 0.73 

69.06 ± 0.72 

[50.8] 

–

31.69 ± 2.74 

27.85 ± 2.69 

57.93 ± 3.04 

[61.1] 

–

59.59 ± 1.47 

[81.1] 

–

55.56 ± 1.04 

[89.5] 

29.49 ± 2.28 

47.62 ± 1.04 

–

49.21 ± 2.50 

10 30 

100 

48.19 ± 0.62 

72.62 ± 0.14 

[27.9] 

26.57 ± 1.78 

27.94 ± 0.95 

25.93 ± 1.66 

50.09 ± 2.65 

42.27 ± 0.66 

54.50 ± 0.13 

[63.8] 

27.44 ± 2.26 

50.98 ± 1.45 

[98.4] 

25.86 ± 1.90 

53.07 ± 2.30 

[93.8] 

28.19 ± 2.98 

42.27 ± 1.93 

11 30 

100 

74.48 ± 1.01 

83.80 ± 0.33 

[6.0] 

55.97 ± 2.09 

55.24 ± 0.87 

[25.9] 

61.19 ± 0.39 

78.37 ± 0.20 

[16.9] 

43.03 ± 1.31 

75.87 ± 1.40 

[36.4] 

76.71 ± 0.16 

83.69 ± 0.69 

[8.3] 

68.96 ± 0.41 

70.42 ± 0.94 

[7.9] 

46.00 ± 3.22 

53.89 ± 1.47 

[47.1] 

12 30 

100 

59.48 ± 0.53 

68.75 ± 1.06 

[51.3] 

–

57.66 ± 1.49 

[86.3] 

53.17 ± 4.07 

98.52 ± 0.55 

[21.7] 

20.79 ± 2.39 

97.48 ± 0.26 

[42.5] 

–

68.78 ± 1.88 

[63.4] 

21.80 ± 0.85 

79.58 ± 2.00 

[43.1] 

26.70 ± 0.45 

76.51 ± 1.03 

[46.8] 

13 30 

100 

–

46.58 ± 0.94 

–

34.35 ± 1.99 

–

26.24 ± 0.04 

–

–

–

34.48 ± 4.04 

–

27.82 ± 1.60 

30.37 ± 2.68 

29.02 ± 0.54 

14 30 

100 33.23 ± 0.97 

–

–

–

22.11 ± 2.66 

–

–

–

24.31 ± 2.31 

–

–

–

–

15 30 

100 

–

32.37 ± 1.21 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

26.06 ± 1.51 

28.00 ± 1.03 

20.32 ± 2.53 

16 30 

100 

–

28.95 ± 1.00 

27.66 ± 0.65 

36.30 ± 1.49 

–

–

–

–

–

30.90 ± 0.52 

–

28.86 ± 0.02 

–

29.77 ± 3.55 

17 30 

100 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

18 30 

100 

–

48.01 ± 4.32 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

19 30 

100 

69.04 ± 1.32 

81.39 ± 1.77 

[7.7] 

–

43.5 ± 1.39 

47.80 ± 1.91 

74.88 ± 2.14 

[24.5] 

45.26 ± 0.86 

63.47 ± 0.37 

[47.5] 

56.67 ± 2.59 

69.90 ± 2.73 

[27.0] 

50.17 ± 0.96 

72.99 ± 0.07 

[33.5] 

31.43 ± 2.26 

50.00 ± 1.96 

[92.5] 

20 30 

100 

23.36 ± 1.74 

51.91 ± 0.12 

[79.8] 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

21 30 

100 

–

20.84 ± 0.12 

–

–

–

–

–

–

26.36 ± 0.22 

39.88 ± 3.01 

24.60 ± 1.66 

33.86 ± 0.65 

–

–

22 30 

100 

–

37.98 ± 0.47 

–

–

–

–

–

–

34.13 ± 3.27 

34.94 ± 0.75 

–

–

–

–

23 30 

100 

–

–

–

23.09 ± 1.22 

–

–

–

–

–

–

20.72 ± 0.67 

33.90 ± 0.62 

–

–

( continued on next page ) 

9 
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Table 9 ( continued ) 

Comp. Conc.( μM) Growth inhibition;% ± SEM 

[calculated IC 50 value; μM] ¥

HeLa SiHa C33A A2780 MCF-7 T47D MDA-MB-231 

24 30 

100 

24.46 ± 5.28 

72.98 ± 2.97 

[57.3] 

–

–

–

35.50 ± 0.30 

–

28.94 ± 1.45 

–

28.30 ± 1.11 

–

32.36 ± 2.44 

–

–

5-FU 10 

30 

22.69 ± 0.89 

25.60 ± 0.79 

[n.e.] §

40.98 ± 0.98 

57.07 ± 1.18 

[19.2] 

35.18 ± 1.36 

49.97 ± 1.25 

[24.8] 

62.22 ± 2.35 

69.06 ± 1.83 

[8.5] 

30.47 ± 1.38 

43.84 ± 0.85 

[42.9] 

43.37 ± 0.91 

52.54 ± 0.72 

[22.9] 

45.82 ± 3.09 

59.72 ± 1.36 

[13.7] 

¥ Mean value from two independent measurements with five parallel wells; standard deviation < 20%. 
∗ Growth inhibition values ˂ 20% are not presented. 
# IC 50 values have been calculated if the growth inhibition value of the compound at 100 μM concentration is higher than 50%. 
§ n.e. = not effective, the calculated IC 50 value of 5-FU is higher than 100 μM. 
║ %INH values. 
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enzyl group as R2 and R3 substituents ( Table 9 ). If the 3 ′ ,4 ′ -
imethoxyphenyl fragment changed with p -chlorophenyl modest 

ntiproliferative activity selective to HeLa cell line was obtained 

compound 24). 

Another group of Biginelli derivatives can be created from com- 

ounds 4, 5 , and 21 because these analogs differ from each other 

n the length of the halogenated alkyl chain at position R2 of the 

henyl ring only. 21 contains a hydroxyl group as R2 substituent, 

herefore it is the basic derivative of this group. The mentioned 

ompound did not exert a substantial cell growth inhibitory effect 

gainst the tested cancer cell lines, because it was able to inhibit 

ell proliferation at a maximum of 40% ( Table 9 ). After furnishing 

alogenated alkyl chains ( i.e. bromobutoxy or bromopentoxy) the 

ntiproliferative activity substantially increased on all tested can- 

er cell lines compared to 21 . However, there is no sifnificant dif- 

erence between the IC 50 values of 4 and 5 except on SiHa cells, 

herefore the length of the chain has no impact on the pharmaco- 

ogical effect in this case. One more Br-containing Biginelli deriva- 

ive has been tested, compound 12 , which possesses methyl ester 

ragment at position R1, unlike the other members of this group. 

ts antiproliferative capacity can be compared to that of 8 because 

heir chemical structure differs in one Br-atom only. The incorpo- 

ation of the halogen atom increased the cell growth inhibitory po- 

ential of 12 , except on HeLa cells, however, this modification led 

o a medium-effective THPM ( Table 9 ). 

The influence of the structure of the function group at position 

1 can also be the basis of a comparison among the tested THPM 

nalogs. Compounds 3 and 10 possess a similar chemical structure 

ith a long, branched-chain substituent with double C 

–C bound 

s R2 function group, however, they are methyl ester and ethyl es- 

er derivatives, respectively, regarding position R1. The longer func- 

ion group at position R1 slightly increased the antiproliferative 

ctivity of 3 . A very similar trend can be observed in the case 

f cell growth inhibitory potential of compounds 2 and 9 , which 

ontain O -butenyl group at position R2 ( Table 9 ). Compound 13 

as O -allyl function. This slight structural modification resulted in 

he decreased antiproliferative activity of 13 compared to 9 . More- 

ver, compounds 8 and 13 contain the corresponding O -propyl and 

 -propenyl (allyl) function, respectively. The presence of unsatu- 

ated bond reduced antiproliferative activity of 13 compared to 8 

 Table 9 ). 

The following three Biginelli hybrids possess acetyl group as R1 

ubstituent ( 6, 17 , and 20 ), however, they have various substituents 

n THPMs core. Presumably, due to the presence of acetyl group 

hese molecules did not exert any substantial antiproliferative ac- 

ivity against the tested cancer cell lines except of 20 which inhib- 

ted HeLa cell proliferation with IC 50 value of 79.8 μM ( Table 9 ). 

Two 2-thioxo analogs, compounds 1 and 7 have been tested 

gainst gynecological cancer cell lines. Although they differ from 

ach other in the substitution pattern of phenyl ring, it does not 

R

10 
ave a significant impact on their antiproliferative capacities: both 

ompounds were able to inhibit HeLa cell proliferation with mod- 

st IC 50 values (99.1 μM and 49.8 μM, respectively) but they could 

ot substantially influence cell growth of other examined cancer 

ell lines ( Table 9 ). 

In summary, two compounds ( 11 and 19 ) among of twenty-four 

nvestigated THPMs have been identified as promising cell prolif- 

ration inhibiting agents on HeLa cell line. Additionally, compound 

1 was able to suppress proliferation of MCF-7 and T47D cell lines 

ith low IC 50 values. Their antiproliferative activities against these 

ancer cell lines exceed that of our positive control, 5-FU with at 

east one order of magnitude. Moreover, tumor-selectivity of these 

wo effective compounds has also been examined by means of 

TT-assay against mouse embryo fibroblast cells. The IC 50 values 

f 11 and 19 on fibroblast cells are 92.3 and 31.1 μM, respectively. 

igh selectivity index of 11 and 19 (15.4 and 4.0, respectively) in- 

icate that their cell proliferation inhibitory activities can be con- 

idered as selective to the tumor cells ( Table 10 ). 

. Material and methods 

Biginelli hybrids were synthesized using earlier described meth- 

ds [ 13 , 14 ]. Methanol and acetonitrile (HPLC grade) were pur- 

hased by Sigma. 

.1. Chromatographic behavior of selected Biginelli hybrids 

In this work, twenty-four Biginelli hybrids were exploited for 

he establishment of their molecular properties. For the evalua- 

ion of retention parameters RP TLC analysis was employed. In this 

nalysis solutions of analytes were prepared in concentration of 

 mg/mL. Analytes were applied on the RP TLC plate as individ- 

al bands, and the plates were developed using MeOH/H 2 O and 

eCN/H 2 O solvent systems with �(MeCN/MeOH) = 0.5–0.7 v/v. 

n experiments, 1 μL aliquot of each analyte solution was spotted 

n the plate using a micropipette. Plates are then developed in a 

hamber tank (Camag) which was saturated with the appropriate 

luent overnight at 25 °C. The experiment was performed on RP-18 

odified silica gel F 254 s (20 × 20 cm) plates (Merck Darmstadt). 

he spots of analytes are visualized using UV lamp at 254 nm. Each 

P-TLC analysis was performed in triplicate under equal conditions 

f temperature and humidity. No significant statistical differences 

f the retention factor (R f ) were observed. The retention constants 

R M 

) were calculated using the equation: 

 M 

= log ( 1 / R f − 1 ) 

 f represents retention factor and R M 

values linearly depend on the 

ogarithm of concentration organic modifier in the mobile phase 

ccording to Soczewinski [19] 

 M 

= R 

0 
M 

+ b log C 
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Table 10 

Selectivity index [SI = IC 50 (NIH/3T3)/IC 50 (cancer cell line)] of 11 and 19 . 

HeLa SiHa C33A A2780 MCF-7 T47D MDA-MB-231 NIH/3T3 

11 IC 50 6.0 25.9 16.9 36.4 8.3 7.9 47.1 92.3 

SI 15.4 3.5 5.5 2.5 11.1 11.7 1.9 –

19 IC 50 7.7 – 24.5 47.5 27.0 33.5 92.5 31.1 

SI 4.0 – 1.3 – 1.1 – – –
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0 represents intercept, b slope (Table S1) of the linear plot and 

 is the concentration of the organic solvent (50–70 in%) in the 

obile phase. 

.2. Cell lines 

The cell division inhibiting capacities of the newly synthesized 

ompounds ( 1 –24 ) were determined on a panel of human adher- 

nt cancer cell lines. MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, and T47D were isolated 

rom breast cancers differing in the biochemical background, while 

2780 cells were isolated from ovarian cancer. HeLa and SiHa are 

ervical cancer cell lines positive for HPV-18 and HPV-16, respec- 

ively, while C33A cervical cancer cells are negative for HPV. The 

ancer selectivity of compounds was tested on the non-cancerous 

ouse embryo fibroblast cell line NIH/3T3. All cell lines were pur- 

hased from the European Collection of Cell Cultures (ECCAC, Sal- 

sbury, UK) exception for SiHa and C33A (American Tissue Cul- 

ure Collection, Manassas, VA, USA). All cells were maintained in 

inimal essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% fetal 

ovine serum (FBS), 1% nonessential amino acids (NEAA), and 1% 

ntibiotic-antimycotic mixture (AAM). All media and supplements 

ere obtained from Lonza Group Ltd., Basel, Switzerland. All chem- 

cals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary). 

.3. MTT assay 

The antiproliferative effects of the test compounds were mea- 

ured by the means of the MTT assay on all of the cell lines men-

ioned above. 50 mM stock solutions of all compounds were pre- 

ared using dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The highest applied DMSO 

oncentration of the medium (0.2%) did not exert any substantial 

ffect on the investigated cellular functions. Cells were grown in a 

umidified atmosphere containing 5% CO 2 at 37 °C. For our inves- 

igations, cells were seeded into 96-well plates at the density of 

0 0 0 cells/well, except of C33A, which was seeded at the density 

f 10 0 0 0 cells/well. Cells were allowed to stand overnight under 

he same conditions as mentioned before. 24 h later, cells were 

reated with medium containing the test compounds in 3 differ- 

nt concentrations (10, 30, and 100 μM) and left for incubation 

or another 72 h. After incubation, cell viability was determined 

y adding 20 μl MTT solution (5 mg/ml) for 4 h. The precipi- 

ated formazan crystals were solubilized in 100 μL DMSO during 

 60-min period of shaking at 37 °C. The reduced MTT was as- 

ayed at 545 nm, using a microplate reader (SPECTROstar Nano, 

MG Labtech GmbH, Offenbur g, Germany) utilizing wells with un- 

reated cells serving as control. [20] An independent experiment 

as performed on all cell lines using 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) as posi- 

ive control in the same concentrations as the test compounds. For 

he most effective com pounds, exceeding 50% of growth inhibition 

n 10 μM, tests were repeated utilizing a broader range of con- 

entrations (0.1–30 μM), furthermore, compounds 11 and 19 were 

lso tested on NIH-3T3 (mouse fibroblast) cells to determine can- 

er selectivity. Sigmoidal dose-response curves were fitted on the 

cquired data to determine the IC 50 values of the compounds us- 

ng GraphPad Prism 5.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA, 

SA). 
11 
.4. Molecular descriptors calculation and establishment of QSRR 

odels 

Molecular properties were calculated based on 2D and 3D 

olecular structures. 3D structures of examined molecules were 

ptimized by applying the molecular mechanics force field method. 

o compare experimental results with calculated values for tested 

HPMs different software were applied such as: Molinspira- 

ion ( https://www.molinspiration.com/ ), SwissADME ( http://www. 

wissadme.ch/ ) MarvinSketch 21.1, PreADMET ( https://preadmet. 

mdrc.kr/ ), and Chem 3D Ultra 8.0 ( http://www.cambridgesoft. 

om ). Namely, twenty-seven descriptors were calculated and pre- 

ented in Tables S2-S4: ChemDraw Ultra 8.0 provided three logP 

alues (LogP, CLogP, and LogS-Crippen’s method) calculated on 

he basis of fragmental and atom based methods; Molinspiration 

as used for calculation of miLogP values, Mw, V and Lipinski 

rule of five" applying fragmental based methods; other logP val- 

es were calculated by the software SwissADME (iLOGP-physics 

ased method, MLOGP-Moriguchi’s method, XLOGP3–Atomistic 

ethod, WLOGP–Atomistic method, SILICOS-IT–Hybrid fragmen- 

al/topological method, Consensus LogPo/w-Average of all five pre- 

ictions). MarvinSketch was applied in order to calculate logD at 

H of 7.4, POL-Polarizability, HLB-Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance, 

dWSA-van der Waals Surface Area, ASA-solvent accessible surface 

rea calculated using the radius of the solvent (1.4 ̊A for the water 

olecule), ASA + -solvent accessible surface area of all atoms with 

ositive partial charge (explicitly greater than 0), ASA– -solvent ac- 

essible surface area of all atoms with negative partial charge (ex- 

licitly less than 0), ASA-H-solvent accessible surface area of all 

ydrophobic atoms(|qi| < 0.125; |qi| is the absolute value of the par- 

ial charge of the atom). 

For the calculation of different pharmacokinetic parameters 

olinspiration and PreADMET software were used: PPB[%]-Plasma 

rotein Binding, BBB-Blood-Brain Barrier penetration, Caco2- 

enetration in heterogeneous human epithelial colorectal adeno- 

arcinoma cells, HIA-Human Intestinal Absorption, MDCK-Madin- 

arby Canine Kidney cells permeability, and GPCR-G-protein- 

oupled receptor ligand. Molecular descriptors that are included 

n this study are chosen by appropriate descriptor selection pro- 

edures for further QSRR modeling. 

.5. Chemometric analysis 

In this work for purpose of chemometrics analysis, we applied 

nsupervised (principal component analysis - PCA and hierarchical 

luster analysis - HCA) and supervised (sum of ranking differences- 

RD and multiple linear regression-MR) pattern recognition meth- 

ds. HCA, PCA, and MR analysis were performed using OriginPro 

016 software package. SRD method was carried out according to 

he script published by K. Héberger and K. Kollár-Hunek. [ 12 , 21 ]

or HCA as the default distance measure was applied the Euclidean 

istance. It represents the square root of the sum of the square dif- 

erences. PCA analysis is based on correlation matrix. In this study 

alculated ADME and physicochemical descriptors, together with 

etention values and in% expressed inhibition of cell proliferation 

t 100 μM of Biginelli hybrids (%INH, Table S5) were subjected to 

CA analysis. Obtained results were meant to enable the specific 

https://www.molinspiration.com/
http://www.swissadme.ch/
https://preadmet.bmdrc.kr/
http://www.cambridgesoft.com
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lusterization of the investigated Biginelli hybrids because of their 

imilar physicochemical and ADME characteristics with experimen- 

al data. 

Multiple linear regression is the method that includes more 

han one independent variable in correlation with the dependent 

ariable. [22] Even though regression analysis can be performed 

y numerous different techniques, least squares represent one of 

he most applied techniques in this process. To properly establish 

R models certain criteria should be fulfilled: (1) absence of mul- 

icollinearity between variables and (2) the ratio of the number of 

ata and number of variables should be higher than 5. [23] Mul- 

icollinearity can be expressed within the variance inflation factor 

VIF) which should not be higher than 10. 

In this work, SRD analysis was performed using experimen- 

ally obtained anticancer activities (%INH, Table S5) and their pre- 

icted values (Table S12) for all tested compounds. This anal- 

sis was performed to evaluate established MR models in the 

ontext of their prediction of anticancer properties of examined 

ompounds. For this purpose, the data are arranged in a matrix 

orm. Objects (predicted%INH) are placed in columns, and exam- 

ned molecules are listed in the rows. The average row values of 

he experimentally obtained data were selected as the reference 

anking. 

. Conclusion 

According to the presented results, the MR1 and MR2 models 

an be recommended for precise prediction of the retention pa- 

ameters of structurally similar Bigineli hybrids using RP-TLC chro- 

atography. Obtained results of this QSRR study confirm the influ- 

nce of molecular lipophilicity on the retention behavior under the 

pecified chromatographic conditions. MTT assay confirmed that 

ompounds 11 and 19 presents the most promising candidates 

ith excellent selectivity toward cancer cells and with satisfac- 

ory pharmacokinetic properties. The best biological activity was 

bserved among molecules that belong to group II (methyl ester). 

he anticancer activity of these compounds was associated with 

he presence of hydrophobic substituents in the molecule such as 

henyl and alkyl groups. Established MR3–9 models have proven 

o be very useful tools in the prediction of anticancer activity 

f THPMs. Their quality was confirmed through internal and ex- 

ernal statistical validation. Finally, the first pharmacokinetic pro- 

le for the validation of THPMs activity was presented. Through 

omparison of experimental and predicted and experimental and 

esidual data, it was confirmed that developed MR models can 

e valuable in the design of novel Biginelli molecules. Their 

ery good predictive performance was confirmed also by SRD 

nalysis. 
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